Expertise matters. Values do too.
Mammoth is Pennsylvania’s leading expert in the
repair and restoration of water, fire and smoke
damage. We’re also a full-service remodeling and
construction firm with experience in the rental,
residential and commercial arenas.

Certainly we have the experience to handle just about any
restoration or construction job. But it takes more than that to
get things done right. When you work with Mammoth, you can
expect a team that is:
• Responsive - Emergency services in less than 2 hours.
• Caring and Compassionate - We treat you and your tenants
like we’d treat our own mother.
• Honest and Professional - From our perspective, it’s simply how
business is done.
• Top Quality - Great work at a fair price 100% of the time.
No complaints. No excuses.
• Great at Communicating - It’s our hallmark. You will always be
in the loop.
• Expert at What They Do - Our qualifications and training
are unmatched.
Whether it’s repairing damage or new construction, our team
understands what you and your tenants are going through. We
bring a unique combination of first hand experience (we’ve been
through this hundreds of times) and what we call a “service
heart”. It’s a unique combination that’s quite rare in our industry.

“

We call Mammoth first when something goes
wrong with our properties. Whether it’s flood,
fire, repair work, or anything else, they always
help us out.
- Troy Christine, Keystone Real Estate
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Water Damage
Comprehensive Services
• Structural drying
• Anti-microbial applications
• Pack out and storage for all furniture and belongings
if necessary
• Hardwood floor drying
• Cavity drying
• Dehumidification chambers for rapid drying

When your tenants have water damage, you
need experts who will quickly mitigate the
problem and prevent it from getting worse.
You make the call and Mammoth will be there within 2 hours.
Our team of IICRC Certified water damage professionals will
do everything possible to immediately get the situation under
control and limit losses.

• Full service repair and reconstruction

Because Mammoth brings together mitigation, restoration and

• Complete documentation with photos

construction services under one roof, you get a full-service firm with
complete control and accountability from start to finish. Add to
that a compassionate crew that does top-quality work, treats your
tenant right and constantly keeps you in the loop. It’s a combination
that guarantees satisfaction – for you and your tenants.

“

Mammoth respects our tenants. They
are always careful of belongings and are
happy to work when it’s convenient for
our renters.
- Joan Marshall, Hilltop Property Management
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Fire & Smoke Damage
Comprehensive Services
• Board up damaged areas
• Tarp the roof
• Inventory salvageable and non-salvageable content
• Remove debris
• Demolition as required
• Pack content out and back in
• Structural dry down

When one of your buildings has fire or smoke
damage, you need a team with very specific
restoration expertise to get the job done right.
Your tenants have been through one of the scariest experiences
of their lives and you’re faced with a high-stress situation on every
front. Mammoth has the expertise to get things under control and
the compassion to help you and your tenants through a tough spot.

• Store, clean and deodorize content and structure

By bringing together mitigation, fire/smoke restoration and

• Full service repair and reconstruction

construction services under one roof, you’ll work with one full-

• Complete documentation with photos

service firm that has complete control and accountability from start
to finish. More importantly, our crews
bring a combination of caring
and expertise that’s unmatched
in the industry. Just what you
need to speed the process,
guarantee quality work
and ensure your tenants
are treated right.

“

Mammoth responds quickly and keeps us
in the loop whenever one of our properties
needs work.
- Jason Krout, Keystone Real Estate
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Construction & Remodeling
Comprehensive Services
• Major construction
• Reparis of all kinds
• Roofing and siding
• New construction

Show up on time. Do a great job. Communicate
well. Stand behind your work. If that’s what
you want in a contractor, look no further
than Mammoth.

• Window and door replacement

Construction projects in rental properties are always a challenge.

• Insulation

Time is tight. Staying within budget is critical. And doing it all

• Plumbing

with minimal disruption makes everyone’s life a bit easier.

• Electrical

Mammoth understands the stress involved and our team makes

• HVAC

sure you know what to expect every step of the way. Then we
execute exactly as planned – in short, we get it right.

“

We brought Mammoth in for a pretty big
project. They certainly got things right,
but what impressed me most was their
professionalism and how well they treated
my tenants.
- Al Pringle, Keystone Real Estate
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